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Interconnections: Bridges, Routers, Switches, and Internetworking Protocols (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1999
 Radia Perlman's Interconnections is recognized as a leading text on networking theory and practice.  It provides authoritative and comprehensive information on general networking concepts, routing algorithms and protocols, addressing, and the mechanics of bridges, routers, switches, and hubs.  This Second...
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Designing for Cisco Internetwork Solutions (DESGN) (Authorized CCDA Self-Study Guide) (Exam 640-863) (2nd Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
Whether you are preparing for CCDA certification or simply want to gain a better understanding of network design principles, you will benefit from the foundation information presented in this book.

 

Designing for Cisco Internetwork Solutions (DESGN),...
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CCNP BSCI Exam Certification Guide (CCNP Self-Study, 642-801), Third EditionCisco Press, 2003
Prepare for the CCNP 642-801 BSCI exam with the only Cisco  Systems authorized self-study preparation book. 

	
    Master advanced routing techniques and practices 

    
	
    Prepare for the new exam with the 200-plus question testing  engine on CD-ROM...
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Cisco Router Configuration Handbook (2nd Edition) (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2010

	There are many sources of information and documentation for configuring Cisco networking


	devices, but few provide a quick and portable solution for networking professionals. This book is designed to provide a quick-and-easy reference guide for a wide range of commonly used features that can be configured on...
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CCDA Official Exam Certification Guide (Exam 640-863) (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2007
CCDA Official Exam Certification Guide, Third Edition, is a best-of-breed Cisco® exam study guide that focuses specifically on the topics for the DESGN exam. Senior networking consultants Anthony Bruno and Steve Jordan expertly cover the latest exam content, helping you identify areas of weakness and improve your knowledge of Cisco network...
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2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Spring 20052600 Magazine, 2005
2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Spring 2005

2600: The Hacker Quarterly is a quarterly American publication that specializes in publishing technical information on a variety of subjects including telephone switching systems, Internet protocols and services, as well...
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Internetworking IPv6 with Cisco Routers (Communications Series)McGraw-Hill, 1998
IPv6 is the Internet protocol of the future. Learn how to use it today. From a world expert on global internetworking, here is the authoritative yet accessible guide to IPv6, the network-layer protocol that will power the Internet and intranets in the next millennium. Packed with precise and detailed information derived from the final international...
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Ipv6 EssentialsO'Reilly, 2006

	IPv6 Essentials, Second Edition provides a succinct, in-depth tour of all the new features and functions in IPv6. It guides you through everything you need to know to get started, including how to configure IPv6 on hosts and routers and which applications currently support IPv6. The new IPv6...
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Internetworking with TCP/IP Volume One (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2013

	An internationally best-selling, conceptual introduction to the TCP/IP protocols and Internetworking, this book interweaves a clear discussion of fundamentals and scientific principles with details and examples drawn from the latest technologies. Leading author Douglas Comer covers layering and packet formats for all the...
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Telecommunications Essentials, Second Edition: The Complete Global Source (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2006
Telecommunications Essentials, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive overview of the rapidly evolving world of telecommunications. Providing an in-depth, one-stop reference for anyone wanting to get up to speed on the $1.2 trillion telecommunications industry,...
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JNCIE: Juniper Networks Certified Internet Expert Study GuideSybex, 2003
Greetings and welcome to the world of Juniper Networks. This introductory section serves
as a location to pass on to you some pertinent information concerning the Juniper Networks
Technical Certification Program. In addition, you’ll find information about how the book itself
is laid out and what it contains. Finally,...
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Network Programming for the Microsoft .NET FrameworkMicrosoft Press, 2003
The definitive guide to building more powerful network applications using the .NET Framework. Learn the best ways to exploit the networking APIs in the .NET Framework—and deliver greater flexibility, interoperability, and power to your network applications. Three network programming specialists from Microsoft demonstrate how to use the...
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